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Tools Needed:

NONE

Thread the disconnect cable through the hole in the right hand 
end bracket down through the long slot in the horizontal leg of 
the horizontal angle. Remove all slack between opener and 
right end bracket.

Routing Disconnect Cable
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Tools Needed:

Pencil

Tape Measure

Power Drill

1/8” Bit

7/16” socket 
Driver

 Mark a location on the right Jamb, 6 feet above the floor to 
mount disconnect handle bracket. 

Align top of the handle with the mark and mark location for 
two lag screws.

Pilot drill lag screw location using 1/8” drill bit. Fasten bracket 
to the jamb with (2) 1/4” x 1-1/2” lag screws. 

Routing Disconnect Cable
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Tools Needed:

#2 Phillips 
screwdriver

wire cutters

with the Handle in the up position as shown, rotate the cable 
stop/Pivot so the set screw is facing you.  Route the 
Disconnect cable behind the Handle and through the hole in 
the cable stop/Pivot (with the set screw facing you). 

Position Handle in the full upper position and remove all cable 
slack between the Opener and the Handle Bracket. Pull the 
Disconnect cable only enough to remove the cable slack. Too 
much tension could disconnect opener and cause failure to 
reconnect. 

Tighten the set screw using Phillips screwdriver to securely 
clamp the disconnect cable. Trim off excess cable, as close as 
you can, beyond bottom of the cable stop/Pivot.

Apply Emergency Disconnect label next to the Disconnect 
Handle Bracket. use mechanical fasteners if adhesive will not 
adhere.

Attaching Disconnect Cable
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Tools Needed:

None

using the Emergency Disconnect, pull Disconnect 
Handle downwards and place it in the manual door 
operated position (disconnects door opener from door).
Return handle to the up position to re-connect opener to 
the door.

Disconnect Handle Usage
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